Ros Gourgey will be organising accommodation and coordinating transport
arrangements, so please contact her to register your interest and to receive
further details.
Contact: Ros Gourgey telO1371 810832, emaii ami-air-exel@msn.com

5-6 December 2005 University College Worcester
GCG Seminar, Field trip and 32M Annual General Meeting: Geoparks
Contact: Steve McLean, The Hancock Museum, Barras Bridge, Newcastle upon
Tyne, NE2 4PT tel 0191 222 6765, fax 0191 222 6753, email:
s.g.mclean@ncl.ac.uk

Other nieethgs
6-10 September 2005 Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London
14* Symposium of Palaeontological Preparation and Conservation and
53" Symposium of Ve'rdgbrate Palaeontology and Comparative Anatomy.
Contact: Dr Angela Milner, Department of Palaeontology, The Natural History
Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7 5BD emaii london2005@svpca.org
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Newish publications
John Phi/lis and the business of Victorian science by lack Morrell, 2005.
Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing, xix + 437pp. ISBN 184014 239 1
A geologic time scale 2004 by Felix Gradstein, Jim 0gg and Alan Smith, 2005.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 384pp. ISBN 0 521 78142 6,
£75.00 (hardback); ISBN 0 521 78673 8, £28.00 (paperback).
The Old RedSandstone of Great Britain by W. J. Barclay et al, 2005. Geological
Conservation Review series no 31, Peterborougb:laintNature Conservation
Committee,
Histoy ofpalaeobotany edited by A 1 Bowden, C V Burek and R Wilding, 2005.
Geological Society Special Publication 241, 312pp. ISBN 1 86239 174 2,
£80.00.
Vertebrate paleontology techniques: methods of preparlng and obtaining
information by Patrick Leiggi and Peter May, 2005. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press. ISBN 0 521 45900 1, £29.00.
The evolution and extinction of the Dinosaurs by David E Fastovsky and David B
Weishampel, 2005. Second edition. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 500pp. ISBN 0 521 81172 4

Exhibitions 2005
Dawn of the dinosaurs. Sidmouth 240 million years BC Sidmouth Museum, Hope
Cottage, Church Street, Sidmouth, Devon until 26 October 2005.
DiamondsNatural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London 8 luly 2005- 26
February 2006
NHM books special offer
The Natural History Museum's publications are well-known to all geological
curators in the UK. The three fossil handbooks, British Palaeozoic Fossils, British
Mesozoic Fossils and Brltish Caenozoic Fossils, are the first port of call when
answering fossil enquiries, and we have all made use o f the excellent series of
books on various geological topics which were started by the Geological Museum
back in 1974 and continue to be produced by the NHM. Like the exhibitions which
these books accompanied, they set new standards in the presentation of geology
to a public audience. The NHM publishes two main series of geological
publications, the Earth Series and the Living Past series.
The Earth Series currently includes eight titles in the popular format pioneered by
the Geological Museum with Stoly of the Earth. These 200 x 210 mm paperbacks
of 60-70 pages are superbly illustrated, well-written, authoritative, and informative
and are ideal for anyone with an interest in geology. The current titles are:
Earth's restlesssufiace by Deirdre Janson-Smith with Gordon Cressey, 1996. 60 pp, ISBN 0
11 310056 6, £6.95

Amber. The Natural m e Capsule by Andrew Ross, 1998. 72 pp, ISBN0 565 09131 X, 67.95
Goldby Richard Herrington, Chris Stanley and Robert Symes, 1999. 72 pp, ISBN 0565 09141
7, £7.95
Crystals by Gordon Cressey and Ian Mercer, 1999. Second edition. 60pp, ISBN 0 565 09145
X, £7.95

synthetic gemstones.
Tutor: Dale Johnston. (Fellow of the Gemmological Association)
10.15 for prompt 10.30 start
Introduction and overview of gemmology &gem testing.
Opaque gemstones.
Getting clues using your hand lens.
Use of the polariscope. How t o spot glass'gemstones'.
i
Distinguishing amber from copal and plastics
Using 'heavy liquids' to test specific gravity (relative density) of gemstones
Lunch : Buffet lunch a t the museum and an opportuniv to see the museum
displays
Gemstone curation
Use of the hand-held spectroscope
Use of the dichroscope and Chelsea Filter (if time allows)
Demonstration of using a refractometer to discover the optical nature of a
stone and measure its Refractive Index.

.

Course ends: 16.30
By the end of the course participants can expect to:
*
Be able to use, at a basic level, the following gem-testing instruments:
handlens/microscope; polariscope; hand-held Spectroscope and 'heavy
liquids'. Also dichroscope and Chelsea filter if time allows.
Have a basic understanding of what can be discovered using a
refractometer. (Use of the refractometer wiil be demonstrated)
To know where gem-testinginstruments can also be used to aid in the
identification of non gem-minerals, especially where the specimen should
be identified without causing damage.
Be familiar with some of the features and properties found in a selection of
the more commonly encountered gemstones. (NB The short nature of the
course will mean that participants should not expect to be able to identify
with certainty more than a few specific gem species. Diamond and its
simulants will also not be covered in this course.)
Be able to spot some of the most commonly encountered 'fakes', in
particular glass and garnet-topped doublets.
Know about good practice in the curation of gemstone collections.
Know about what literature and courses are available for pursuing an
interest in gemstones.
Target Group: The course wiil be geared towards geological / natural science
curators who encounter gem materials within their collections, or as enquiries. No
previous experience of gem testing is required. However participants should have
a science background and be familiar with the main properties of minerals, eg
lustre, hardness, cleavage and fracture, and the terms used to describe them.
Awareness of single and double refraction (isotropic / anisotropic minerals) would
be beneficial but will not be assumed. The course will be very practical with the
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concrete. Even during their construction, the models cause a sensation when a
dinner was held, in Richard Owen's honour, inside the half completed Iguanodon.
Owen and Waterhouse Hawkins' models included Iguanodon, a pplnt-eater, which
was equipped with beak-like jaws and rhinoceros-like nose horn. Dr Gideon
Mantell, a Sussex country doctor, had concluded in 1822 that giant herbivorous
reptiles had lived in the remote past, based on huge Iguana-like teeth from the
Early Cretaceous in Sussex. He finally named Iguanodon in 1825 and went on to
a & ~ d & n - f t i l ~ e ~ ~ i W 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P f ~ ~ r
Iguanodon model. However, the nose horn was shown later to be a spiky thumb
when complete Iguanodon skeletons were discovered in the 1870's. Other models
include Megaloo~urus,from the Middle Jurassic of Oxfordshire, the first named
dinosaur. Megalosaurus was described by Dr William Buckland in 1824 on the
basis of a lower jaw equipped with sharp cutting teeth. It was depicted with a
crocodile-like head in keeping with its carnivorous diet.
The Crystal Palace models are of immense historical importance to the beginnings
of dinosaur science and mark ihe start of the enduring public interest and
fascination with dinosaurs. After popular demand the Natural History Museum has
produced cold cast bronze replicas from four of its original prototype scale madels.
They include Iguanodon, M ~ ~ J / o ~ ~ Labyrinthodon
uNs,
and a grouping of marine
reptiles. For further information, contact: Lorraine Cornish, The Natural History
Museum., tel +44 (0) 20 7942 5137, email L.Cornish@nhm.as.uk.

Sold a t auction: letters from the pioneers o f geology
Knowing OF my keen interest in the history of geology, a good friend of mine and
fellow-member of the West Sussex Geological Society, John Henley, who is, by
trade, an antiquarian bookseller specialising in natural history and allied subjects,
passed on to me the well-produced catalogue of an auction sale, by Bonhams of
New Bond Street, London, of the Enys Collection of Autograph Manuscript5 on
Tuesday 28 September 2004. He particularly pointed out the prospective sale of
letters by William Smith and Gideon Manteil, two giants of the putative 'Heroic Age
of Geology'. Manuscript letters by these two pioneer geologists are extremely rare,
and seldom, if ever, come to the marketplace, particularly those of William Smith,
who was far more the practical surveyor than a frequent or creative
correspondent.
To complete the picture, Ienquired about two key aspects o f the sale: what price
did they sell for, and who bought them? The estimated price and the auction-room
price are shown in the accompanying Table, from which it can be seen that both
lots made well over their estimate, because of their rarity value. The Mantell letter
of November 1824 also included a coloured 'Sketch of the Succession of Strata in
the neighbourhood of Lewes'; and the two letters by William Smith, of March 1815
and July 1816, were unique because 'we can find no record of a letter by William
Smith having been offered for sale'.

two local youths were identified by the public and questioned by police about the
thett. The specimens were returned to the museum on Friday 11March.

Fossil, mineral and gem shows 2005
11-12 June Newcastle Racecourse, High Gosforth Park
18-19 June Kempton Park Racecourse, Staines Road East (A308), Sunbuv
6-7 August Margam Park, Port Talbot
3-4 September Newton Abbot Racecourse, Newton Abbot, Devon
10-11 September Newark Showground, Winthorpe, Newark, Notts (off A46)
17-18 September Bath &West Showground, Shepton Mallet, Somerset
1-2 October Hattield House, Hatfield, Herts
29-30 October Kempton Park Racecourse, Staines Road East (A308), Sunbury
For further information contact HD Fairs Ltd, PO Box 72, Maidenhead SL6 7GB tel
01628 621697 email info@rockngem.co.uk www.Rockngem.co.uk

Forthcoming GCG seminars and workshops
96 June 2005 Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London
GCG session at the Society for t h e Presewation of Natural Hlstory
Collections Annual Conference: Standards f o r geological collections
Chairman: Amanda Edwards
0900 J. F. DeMouthe, Standards of care for gemstone collections
0920 H. Fothergill, The state and status of geological collections in UK museums
0940 0. Green, 'Iam beginning my research; what shall Ido with my geological
specimens?" - a note of advice: re-assessing and re-emphasising Tunnicliff
(1983)
1000 M. Stanley, Standards in the museum care of geological collections - a new
web resource
1020 P. Wyse Jackson, Guidelines for the curation of geological materials: setting
or simply revisiting the standards?
1040 L. Welzenbach, Curation of the U.S. Antarctic Meteorite Program Collection:
20th century standards for the 2 l s t centufy and beyond
ll,@@
Coffee
Abstracts
Standards of are for aemstone w l l e ~ a m s :Jean F DeMouttie. California Academv of
Sciences, 875 Howaro street, San Francisco, CA 94103, USA jdemo~tne@caiacademy.org'
Different types of museums may hold collect ons hat incl~degemstones, calvings, spheres,
beads, and other tmes of worked decorative stone and oraanic material. While these
materials may not require speclal attention 'n terms of env ;onmental controls, they do
present some unlqJe challenges for the colections manager. Carvings, beads, ana other
odd-shaped objects can be sored sinalv in customized containers. or in arouos of similar
objects. The latter method oRen save; kpace, even though it may'mean that ike materias
are separated. Detaled informarlon about eacn object is cr~cialm the ident fcation of gems
and other specimens where it is not oossibie or advisable to mark them with cakloo
numbers. jhis includes welght, dimensions, snape, colour, type of object (faceted ston;
bead, etc.), and possibly other data such as refracrive ndex or speciflc gravity. A strong and
detailed collections policy is an important asset for anyone who &res for and is responsible
for gemstone coilections. The greatest risks to these collections are then and mishandling
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Newish publications
John Phi/lis and the business of Victorian science by lack Morrell, 2005.
Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing, xix + 437pp. ISBN 184014 239 1
A geologic time scale 2004 by Felix Gradstein, Jim 0gg and Alan Smith, 2005.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 384pp. ISBN 0 521 78142 6,
£75.00 (hardback); ISBN 0 521 78673 8, £28.00 (paperback).
The Old RedSandstone of Great Britain by W. J. Barclay et al, 2005. Geological
Conservation Review series no 31, Peterborougb:laintNature Conservation
Committee,
Histoy ofpalaeobotany edited by A 1 Bowden, C V Burek and R Wilding, 2005.
Geological Society Special Publication 241, 312pp. ISBN 1 86239 174 2,
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